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ABSTRACT: Molecular switches are chemical compounds exhibiting the possibility of
reversible transformations between their different forms accompanied by a modification
in their properties. Among these, switching of multi-addressable Benzazolo-
OXazolidines (BOXs) from a closed form to an open form results in drastic
modifications in their linear and nonlinear optical properties. Here, we target molecules
containing two identical BOX units (DiBOX) connected by different π-conjugated
linkers, and we combine synthesis, UV/visible absorption, and hyper-Rayleigh scattering
(HRS) measurements, together with density functional theory (DFT) calculations.
Three derivatives have been considered, which differ by the linker: (i) a bithiophene
moiety (Bt), (ii) two 3,4-ethylenedioxythiopene (EDOT) units, and (iii) a triad
composed of an EDOT−thiophene−EDOT sequence (TtO). As a matter of fact, these systems can adopt three states (CF−CF,
POF−POF, and CF−POF) depending on the closed form (CF) or the protonated open form (POF) of each BOX unit. Despite
chemical equivalence, stepwise switching of such systems under the addition of a chemical acid or an oxidant has been
experimentally evidenced for two of them (DiBOX-Bt and DiBOX-TtO). Then, DFT calculations show that the first BOX opening
leads to the formation of a push−pull π-conjugated segment, exhibiting a huge increase in the first hyperpolarizability (β) and a
bathochromic shift with respect to the fully closed form. On the contrary, the second BOX opening induces not only a slight
bathochromic shift but also a reduction in their β values conferring the great and uncommon abilities to modulate their linear and
nonlinear properties over three discrete levels. Among these results, those on DiBOX-Bt agree with the experimental data obtained
by HRS measurements and further shed light on their structure−property relationship.

1. INTRODUCTION

Molecular switches constitute a class of compounds that can
undergo, under an external stimulation, reversible trans-
formations between at least two metastable states.1−4 Due to
a change in structure, this switching results in variation of
molecular properties where the modification of the absorption
spectrum, and therefore the color, is certainly one of the most
noticeable phenomena. These color changing systems are
generally classified according to the nature of the stimulation.
Halochromism (also referred to as acidochromism),5 defining
a color change with the pH change, is certainly the most
widespread with applications such as pH indicators. Never-
theless, many other chromism phenomena have been reported
so far: thermochromism (temperature), photochromism (light
irradiation), electrochromism (electrical potential), solvato-
chromism (solute−solvent interactions), and piezochromism
(pressure) to name a few.6

These molecular property changes go beyond the absorption
spectrum. They can also encompass motion,7 change of
emission (fluorescence and phosphorescence)8 as in fluores-
cent proteins, variation of the nonlinear optical responses,9−11

and modification of the reactivity.

Since the last decade, we and others have shown interest in
the modulation of quadratic hyperpolarizabilities where
molecular systems based on the Benzazolo-OXazolidine
switchable unit (abbreviated as BOXs) have demonstrated
remarkable abilities.12,13 Under stimulation, the oxazolidine
ring opening leads to the formation of an indoleninium unit,
which acts as a strong electron-withdrawing group (EWG).
Combined with an electron-donating group (EDG) through a
π-conjugated bridge, the open form of BOXs behaves as a
push−pull system providing a drastic enhancement in the first
hyperpolarizability (β) and leading to observed high β
contrasts between the closed and open forms (Scheme 1).
Systems incorporating a BOX unit can switch between two
discrete levels, generally denoted as ON and OFF states. Their
efficiency (the β contrast) can be maximized by appropriately
selecting the EDG and the substituents on the EWG.14
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Interestingly, the opening of the oxazolidine ring can be
induced by using different kinds of stimulations conferring to
BOX’s photo-, electro-, and acido-chromic properties.15 If
protonation leads directly to the formation of the positively
charged protonated open form (POF), UV light irradiation
leads to the formation of the metastable zwitterionic open form
(OF) through cleavage of the C−O bond. In protic media, this
later is able to capture a proton to be readily converted into its
POF. Noticeably, for a given BOX, both open forms (OF and
POF) do not show any difference in their UV/visible (UV/vis)
absorption spectra, leading to the conclusion that the state of
protonation on the O atom negligibly affects the electronic
properties of the molecule. From another point of view, the
first excitation energy is not affected by the protonation of the
open BOX.16,17 As a consequence, regeneration of the closed
form (CF) is generally obtained by treatment with a base or,
more rarely, by irradiation with visible light. Besides photo-
chromism and acidochromism, the electrochemical properties
of BOXs were investigated recently.18 In addition to direct
oxidation, the oxazolidine ring opening under an electro-
chemical potential can be obtained by an electromediated
process when the BOX unit is associated with a bithiophene
moiety as an EDG. The latter is known to form a stable radical
cation, which enhances the electrochemical properties of the
BOX unit.14,19 In that case, the assumed mechanism for the
opening by oxidation is as follows: (i) oxidation occurs on
bithiophene, leading to the formation of a radical-cation

species, (ii) first the radical is delocalized to BOX, (iii) then
the homolytic cleavage of the C−O bond occurs, and finally
(iv) the POF is formed.15

To modulate the molecular property over more than two
discrete levels, one strategy consists of building units that can
switch between more than two states, which can be achieved
by using the same triggering mode or not, like dinitrobenzyl-
pyridine20 and oxazines.21 In another approach leading to the
formation of multi-state molecular switches, several switching
units are combined. Therefore, a system combining n different
two-state molecular switches exhibits theoretically 2n different
forms, each one possessing its own properties. An illustration is
given by the system built from the following three different
units: a BOX, a diarylethene, and an alkene linker (which can
exhibit two isomers: cis and trans), leading to an octa-state
molecular switch.22−25 However, in that case, the different
reactions of switching can be in competition and may lead to
difficulties in controlling one or more forms of the molecular
switch, especially if the photoisomerization reactions are
achieved in similar conditions. This is particularly true when
the different molecular switches are chemically close to each
other. Nevertheless, we have recently demonstrated that a
stepwise opening selectivity between two identical BOX units
is achieved when they are grafted on the same π-conjugated
core.26,27 If such systems did not obey the classical “2n states”
rule, they are able to switch between three different states
(CF−CF, POF−CF, and POF−POF) (Scheme 2). As we

Scheme 1. BOX in Its Three Different Forms: CF, OF, and POFa

aEDG stands for an aromatic fragment with electron-donating characteristic, which could bear different types of substituents.

Scheme 2. Different Levels of Opening of Molecular Switches Combining Two BOX Units, Linked Together by a π-
Conjugated Bridge (Top) and the Nature of These Linkers in DiBOX-Bt, DiBOX-BtO, and DiBOX-TtO Compounds
(Bottom)
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assessed in this work, from one state to the other, the
successive openings of the oxazolidine rings must induce
drastic changes in the molecular electronic structures, leading
to the first compounds possessing two identical BOX units able
to modulate their NLO properties over three discrete levels.
Within this context, molecular switches containing two

identical BOX units (denoted as DiBOXs) raise several
questions: (i) since the different BOXs are chemically
equivalent, is it possible to control the level of opening of
these molecules?, (ii) does the chemical nature of the linker
affect the selectivity of the successive openings?, and (iii) how
does the level of opening of the switch modulate the linear and
nonlinear optical properties of these systems? These questions
are addressed here by considering three DiBOXs, which differ
by the linker connecting the BOX units: the linker of the first
compound is composed of a bithiophene (Bt), the second one
contains two 3,4-ethylenedioxythiopene (EDOT) units (BtO),
and the last one is composed of an EDOT−thiophene−EDOT
sequence (called TtO) (Scheme 2). In this way, comparison
between DiBOX-Bt and DiBOX-BtO enables to study the
impact of a stronger donating π-linker (BtO) while
comparisons between these and TtO tackle the effects of the
linker length and π-electron delocalization. These questions are
addressed by adopting a multi-disciplinary approach that
combines synthesis, experimental characterizations, and
quantum chemical calculations. The synthesis of DiBOX-Bt
has already been reported together with the control of its
successive BOX openings and their impact on the linear optical
properties.26 Depicting the limitation of diBOX system
synthesis, we present here the synthesis of diBOX-TtO in
our effort to extend the series to more donating π cores. Then,
in addition to the characterization of the linear and nonlinear
optical properties of both compounds under their different
opening states, we present a detailed quantum chemical
investigation of their structural, electronic, and optical
properties. The latter are performed at the density functional
theory (DFT) and time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) levels of
approximation.

2. METHODS
2.1. UV/Vis Absorption and Hyper-Rayleigh Scatter-

ing Measurements. UV/vis absorption spectra were
acquired with a Varian Cary 50 single-beam spectrometer
with a 0.1 s integration time every 1 nm. The solvent used is
the commercially available spectroscopic grade acetonitrile
without further purification. Quartz cuvettes were used with a
1 cm optical path.
The first hyperpolarizabilities were determined by using a

homemade setup optimized for polarized HRS measure-
ments41 and also for polarized third-harmonic scattering of
liquids.42 Briefly, an OPG picosecond laser source (signal:
720−1000 nm, idler: 1150−2200 nm) is used as a probing
source to adjust the incident energy (ω) to tune the second-
harmonic scattering (2ω). A block power, composed of a half-
wave plate and a polarizer, is placed after the source in order to
control the incident intensity and deliver the linear vertical
polarization. This fundamental relative intensity is precisely
determined via the measurement of the scattered light intensity
by a mirror routed through an optical fiber to a photodiode
connected at an oscilloscope. More importantly, the polar-
ization of the incident beam can be continuously controlled (P,
S, left/right circular polarization, and all intermediate elliptic
polarizations) thanks to the juxtaposition of a half-wave plate

and a rotatable quarter-wave plate. This tunability of the
incident beam polarization allows us to probe different beta
tensor components. The scattered light is collected at 90° and
analyzed by a spectrograph using a CCD detector. βHRS of each
form of DiBOX-Bt was investigated in acetonitrile solution
(varying between 0.25 and 1.0 × 10−4 M) by using the solvent
as the internal reference 43. An incident excitation wavelength
of 1300 nm has been chosen as a good compromise to avoid
both absorption of the fundamental beam from acetonitrile in
the near-IR range (ω) and absorption of the scattered
harmonic beam (2ω) from the DiBOX samples. The CF−
POF and POF−POF species were obtained from stimulating
the CF−CF species by adding 1 and 2 equiv of the chemical
oxidant, respectively. Figure S6 gathers all the results and
shows the variations of the incoherent scattered light at optical
frequency 2ω as a function of the concentration of the
chromophore and also of the incident power. Then, Figure S7
shows the extracted polarization curves from the different
forms. In the case of DiBOX-TtO, the βHRS measurements
could not be conducted due to too strong two-photon-induced
fluorescence that almost fully hampered the HRS response.

2.2. Theoretical and Computational Aspects. The
geometries of all compounds were fully optimized at the DFT
level with the M06 XC functional,44 the 6-311G(d) basis set,
and by accounting for solvent effects using the integral
equation formalism of the polarizable continuum model (IEF-
PCM) (the solvent is acetonitrile).45 This functional has been
selected because it contains an appropriate amount of HF
exchange (28%) for predicting the geometry of π-conjugated
systems.46 Real vibrational frequencies demonstrate that the
optimized geometries are minima on the potential energy
hyper-surface. Since the DiBOX compounds are mostly
composed of cyclic units and conjugated segments, the
numbers of stable conformers in solution are rather small
and the search of those conformers possessing a non-negligible
weight within the Maxwell−Boltzmann (MB) statistics can be
carried out in a systematic manner. This was done (i) by
defining the key torsion angles to distinguish the main
conformations (Scheme S1), (ii) by performing rigid scans
to locate the extrema of the potential energy hyper-surface,
(iii) by combining the minima of the rigid scans to preselect
conformations, and then (iv) by performing full geometry
optimizations. Finally, only those conformers within an energy
window of 12.5 kJ mol−1 were kept to calculate the MB
populations on the basis of the Gibbs free energies, ΔG°, at
298.15 K. These results are presented in the Supporting
Information. This approach is efficient to locate the key
conformations because the torsion angles are far enough from
each other and, in first approximation, their impact on the total
energy is considered as independent from each other, leading
to a quasi-additive behavior. Note that, contrary to ref 23, the
cis−trans isomerizations are not considered here. Indeed, as
observed in calculations not detailed here, the fraction of the
cis form is negligible, so that only the trans alkene forms are
taken into account.
The vertical excitation energies (ΔEge) and the transition

dipole moments (μge) were calculated for at least the 10
lowest-energy excited states at the TDDFT level using the
M06-2X XC functional44 and accounting for solvent effects
using the IEF-PCM scheme. The μge quantities were used to
calculate the oscillator strengths ( fge = 2/3ΔEgeΔμge2) and
then employed to plot the UV/vis absorption spectra (each
transition was associated with a Gaussian function, centered on
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ΔEge, of intensity proportional to fge, and of full width at half-
maximum of 0.3 eV). The differences of dipole moment
between the ground and key excited states, Δμge = μe − μg,
were then evaluated. The calculations of all these excited-state-
related properties, including μe, employ the nonequilibrium
solvation approach since electronic excitation processes are
very fast with respect to the solvent reorganization.47

Nonequilibrium solvation TDDFT calculations were per-
formed to evaluate the difference of electronic density between
the ground and excited states, Δρ(r)⃗ = ρe(r)⃗ − ρg(r)⃗.
Following the procedure described by Le Bahers et al.,48 the
barycenters of the positive [Δρ+(r)⃗] and negative [Δρ−(r)⃗]
electronic density variations were evaluated. The distance
between these barycenters defines the charge-transfer distance
(dCT), while their integration over the whole space gives the
amount of charge transferred (qCT). The product of these two
quantities gives Δμge = qCT × dCT.
The β tensor components were calculated using the TDDFT

method49,50 with the M06-2X XC functional, the 6-311+G(d)
basis set, and the IEF-PCM scheme to account for solvent
effects. Both static and dynamic (for incident wavelengths of
1907, 1300, and 1064 nm) responses were evaluated. In this
work, in parallel to the experimental data, we concentrated on
the second harmonic generation (SHG) phenomenon,
β(−2ω;ω,ω), and more precisely on the hyper-Rayleigh
scattering (HRS) first hyperpolarizabilities, βHRS(−2ω;ω,ω),
and their decompositions.51 For an experimental setup where
the incident light is non-polarized and the vertically polarized
(along the z-axis of the laboratory frame) signal scattered at
90° with respect to the propagation direction (y-axis) is
detected, the HRS intensity is proportional to the square of
βHRS(−2ω;ω,ω), which depends on two ensemble averages
(⟨βZZZ

2⟩ and ⟨βZXX
2⟩) over the molecular orientations

i
k
jjj

y
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β ω ω ω

β β

β
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The depolarization ratio DR, which reflects the chromo-
phore dipolar−octupolar hyperpolarization, is the ratio
between the scattered intensities obtained when the incident
light is vertically (⟨βZZZ

2⟩) and horizontally (⟨βZXX
2⟩)

polarized, respectively. The relationships between these
averages (in the laboratory frame) and the molecular tensor
components (in the molecular frame) are available from
previous papers.43,52 In the case of a push−pull π-conjugated
system, in particular when it is probed close to resonance, the β
tensor is often dominated by a single diagonal tensor
component (namely, β z z z so that DR = 5 and

β β= 6/35 zzzHRS ). The static βHRS responses were also

analyzed in terms of β irreducible spherical representa-
tions,53,54 namely, |βJ=1|, the dipolar contribution, and |βJ=3|,
the octupolar one
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where ρ = |βJ=3|/|βJ=1| is the nonlinear anisotropy factor,
describing the relative importance of the octupolar contribu-
tion with respect to the dipolar one. Note that ρ and DR are
related
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2

For purely dipolar responses, DR = 9 and ρ = 0, whereas for
the octupolar ones, DR = 1.5 and ρ = ∞. For one-dimensional
(1D) NLO-phore with a unique dominant diagonal β tensor
component, DR = 5 and ρ = 0.82.
To visualize the β tensor, the unit sphere representation

(USR),34 was adopted. It consists (i) in computing an
effectively induced dipole moment (either static or dynamic
like the current SHG responses)

μ β θ ϕ⃗ =
↔⎯→⎯ ⃗E: ( , )ind

2

where the tensor nature of β has been evidenced and E⃗(θ,ϕ) is
a unit vector of electric field, of which the polarization
direction is defined in spherical coordinates by the θ and ϕ
angles and (ii) by representing all the induced dipole moment
vectors on a sphere centered on the center of mass of the
compound. This enables highlighting the directions where the
second-order polarization is the strongest (it corresponds to
the largest induced dipoles), its orientation (the acceptor−
donor direction), and subsequently showing how much the β
response is dipolar/octupolar. These USRs were plotted using
the Drawmol package.55 All the reported β values are given in
a.u. [1a.u. of β = 3.6212 × 10−42 m4 V−1 = 3.2064 × 10−53 C3

m3 J−2 = 8.639 × 10−33 esu] within the T convention.56

As noted, a different XC functional was used for calculating
the linear and nonlinear optical properties (M06-2X, 54% HF
exchange) than the structural and thermodynamic data (M06,
27% HF exchange). This is consistent with previous studies on
related compounds,14 which show that a larger amount of exact
Hartree−Fock (HF) exchange is needed to calculate the
optical properties.57−61 All (TD)DFT calculations were carried
out using the Gaussian16 package.62

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Synthesis. The preparation of a few DiBOX

compounds has already been reported in the literature. The
cornerstone of most of them is the condensation of an
aromatic core bearing two carbonyl functions with trimethy-
lindolino-oxazolidine derivatives. If many experimental con-
ditions have been described to perform such condensation
(protic/aprotic solvent with and without acid/base catalysis), a
recent solvent-free methodology using silica powder28 has
demonstrated high efficiency, allowing the preparation of
DiBOX-Bt in good yield.26 In order to prepare DiBOX-BtO,
we have synthesized 5,5′-dicarbaldehyde-2,2′-bis-EDOT (1)
according to already reported procedures,29 but replacement of
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thiophene with EDOT moieties comes with a drop of the
solubility of the corresponding bis-aldehyde. Due to this lack of
stability, it was impossible to carry out its condensation with
2,3,3-trimethylindolino[2,1,b]oxazolidine in classical condi-
tions. Unfortunately, all our attempts to circumvent this
problem by changing either the experimental conditions or our
synthetic strategy to prepare DiBOX-BtO have been until now
unsuccessful. Starting from this, a thiophene was introduced
between both EDOT units in order to improve the solubility.
A Stille coupling performed on 2,5-dibromothiophene,30

followed by a classical Vilsmeier−Haack reaction, allowed us
to prepare 2,5-di(5′-carbaldehyde-EDOT)thiophene (4).
Exhibiting a better solubility than 2, its condensation with
2,3,3-trimethylindolino[2,1,b]oxazolidine leading to DiBOX-
TtO did not raise any particular problem. Noticeably, it should
be mentioned that the higher donor ability of this π-conjugated
core, compared to bithiophene, impacts the reaction efficiency
as the time of the reaction has to be increased up to 7 h in
order to reach a similar yield. All syntheses are resumed in
Scheme 3, and more details are provided in the Supporting
Information.
3.2. Geometrical Descriptors. The linear and nonlinear

optical properties of chromophores can often be analyzed in
light of their π-electron conjugation, characterized by simple
geometrical quantities, the bond length alternation (BLA), and
the torsion or dihedral angles of the π-conjugated segment.
Therefore, the geometries of all compounds were fully
optimized at the IEF-PCM (acetonitrile)/M06/6-311G(d)
level of approximation. For each DiBOX and each of their
three states, the Supporting Information provides a summary
of the key geometrical parameters (torsion angles and BLAs)
of the most stable conformers, their relative Gibbs free energies
(ΔG°), their populations with the Maxwell−Boltzmann (MB)
approach, and a brief analysis of the optimal torsion angles
between the aromatic moieties (Scheme S1 and Tables S1−
S9). To describe the π-conjugated segments, instead of one,
two types of BLAs were considered: a “global” BLA, taken
from one BOX to the other one (denoted as BLA), and “local”

BLAs, measured individually on each vinylene bridge (Scheme
S1) and denoted as BLA′ and BLA″. For CF−POF, the two
local BLAs are denoted as BLA′ when associated with the
vinylene bridge on the CF while BLA″ with the POF side. The
global BLA values decrease upon the successive openings
(Table 1)

[ − ] < [ − ] < [ − ]POF POF CF POF CF CFBLA BLA BLA

while for the local BLA′ and BLA″, the following trend is
observed

″[ − ] < ″[ − ] ≪ ′[ − ]
≤ ′[ − ]

CF POF POF POF CF CF

CF POF

BLA BLA BLA

BLA

Two trends are evidenced. First, the presence of
indoleninium moieties, which correspond to the trans-
formation of a sp3 C atom into a sp2 one, increases the
general π-electron delocalization (expressed by a smaller BLA).
Therefore, a decrease in the excitation energies is expected to
come alongside the successive openings. In parallel, opening a
BOX strongly reduces the local BLA values (BLA″ ≪ BLA′)

Scheme 3. Preparation of Three DiBOX Derivatives by Solvent-Free Silica-Mediated Condensation between
Trimethylindolino[2,1-b]oxazolidine and Three Bis-aldehyde Aromatics Prepared by Vilsmeier−Haack Reaction According to
the Reported Procedures

Table 1. BLA Values (in Å) for the DiBOXs in Their
Different Forms as Evaluated from Geometry Optimizations
at the M06/6-311G(d)/IEF-PCM (Acetonitrile) Level of
Approximationa

DiBOX-Bt DiBOX-BtO DiBOX-TtO

CF−CF BLA 0.081b 0.079 0.072
BLA′ 0.136 0.133 0.133

CF−POF BLA 0.048 0.041 0.042
BLA′ 0.139 0.136 0.135
BLA″ 0.032 0.013 0.015

POF−POF BLA 0.032 0.026 0.024
BLA″ 0.049 0.035 0.026

aThese values are averaged over the MB distributions using the data
from Tables S1−S9. bAll BLA values being negative, their absolute
values are reported.
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due to the better π-electron delocalization. Noticeably, this
transformation of only one BOX unit has an impact on the
electron delocalization of both vinylene bridges, as evidenced
by a slight increase in BLA′ between CF−CF and CF−POF
forms. Surprisingly, the second BOX opening has antagonistic
effects because smaller global BLA values are associated with
larger BLA″ for POF−POF than CF−POF states. These
results seem to indicate that the indoleninium−linker
delocalization is the strongest when only one BOX is open.
As observed with the status of the BOX unit, the BLA′

values are less affected by the nature of the linker since all
BLA′ values range between 0.132 and 0.139 Å. On the other
hand, the BLA″ values depend on the nature of the linker: the
BLA″ value becomes smaller when the thiophenes are
substituted by EDOT. This is due to the ether functions of
EDOT, which enhance the delocalization between the linker
and the indoleninium(s) by strengthening the donor character-
istic of the linker.31,32 For the DiBOXs in POF−POF, the
length of the linker has an additional effect on BLA″, which is
smaller for DiBOX-TtO than for DIBOX-BtO (0.026 Å vs
0.035 Å). This BLA analysisas well as the differences
between the global and local BLAsfinds its roots in the way
the successive CF openings impact the C−C bond lengths
from one BOX to the other (Figure S1). The presence of
indoleninium moieties in the π-conjugated system results in a
better delocalization, leading to a decrease in BLA. When
induced by a single BOX in POF, this delocalization attenuates
after one aromatic ring. This delocalization is the strongest for
the DiBOXs in CF−POF, with a stronger weight of the
quinoidal form. This effect is then further enhanced by the
substitution of a thiophene by an EDOT, as illustrated by the
variation of BLA″.
3.3. UV/Vis Absorption Spectra and Related Proper-

ties. Recording the experimental UV/vis absorption spectra
upon stimulation represents certainly the easiest way to
monitor the switching abilities of DiBOX-Bt and DiBOX-
TtO. As a multi-modal switch, acid or chemical oxidant
(generally NOSbF6) aliquots can be generally used in such
purpose. However, stimulation by acid is known to be less
selective for switching the diBOX system, leading to the
coexistence of its three different states. As already performed

for DiBOX-Bt,17−19 the electrochromic behavior of DiBOX-
TtO was checked by spectroelectrochemistry experiments
(Figure S3), confirming the reversible opening/closing of BOX
units under application of an electrochemical potential (at 0.35
and −0.95 V vs Fc/Fc+, respectively). More conveniently, the
titration of DiBOX-Bt and DiBOX-TtO with NOSbF6 was
monitored by UV/vis spectroscopy (see Methods section for
more details). Figures 1 and 2 (with more details in Figures S4
and S5) show that the switching abilities of the DiBOX system
are not affected by the nature of the π-conjugated linker. As
already reported for DIBOX-Bt, a stepwise transformation of
DiBOX-TtO is observed under electrochemical stimulation,
leading successively to the CF−POF and then the POF−POF
form from the CF−CF form. In both cases, the first BOX
opening induces a huge bathochromic shift of the absorption
maxima wavelength (151 and 218 nm corresponding to 0.94
and 0.98 eV for DIBOX-Bt and DiBOX-TtO, respectively,
Table 2). On the contrary, the second BOX opening induces
only a moderate variation of the absorption maxima wave-
length (17 and 20 nm corresponding to 0.07 and 0.06 eV for
DiBOX-Bt and DiBOX-TtO, respectively). This stepwise
switching under external stimulation is translated by an
irregular evolution of the UV/vis spectra along the titration
with acid or oxidant aliquots. As presented for electrochemical
stimulation (Figures 1 and 2), below 1 equiv, two isosbestic
points are noticed in each case (321/427 and 368/476 nm for
DiBOX-Bt and DiBOX-TtO, respectively). When the stim-
ulation is pushed further, an enhancement of the coloration is
observed and, more importantly, this increment did not allow
maintaining the observation of the previous isosbestic points,
which are replaced by the new ones (326 and 358/464 nm for
DiBOX-Bt and DiBOX-TtO, respectively).
Turning now to the QC calculations, using the populations

given in the Supporting Information, the weighted averages of
the excitation energies were evaluated at the M06-2X/6-
311+G(d)/IEF-PCM (acetonitrile) level of approximation.
The oscillator strengths were calculated with the objective of
simulating the UV/vis absorption spectra (Table 2). The
charge-transfer characteristics of the first dominant excitation
are also listed. These quantities are useful to interpret the
dominant diagonal (in the following expression, along the z-

Figure 1. Experimental (left) and simulated (right) UV/vis absorption spectra of DiBOX-Bt. The experimental spectra are obtained in acetonitrile
(0.086 mM) along a titration with NOSbF6 as the chemical oxidant. The simulated spectra are given for three different forms (red: CF−CF, black:
CF−POF, and blue: POF−POF) using the weighted average results as calculated at the M06-2X/6-311+G(d)/IEF-PCM (acetonitrile) level of
theory.
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axis) first hyperpolarizability tensor components within the
two-state approximation (TSA)33
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As a matter of fact, large β responses can be achieved by (1)
a low ΔEge, (2) a strong absorbance (large oscillator strength,

fge), and (3) a large variation of the dipole moment (Δμge)
between the ground state and the excited state.
The low-excitation energy peak in the UV/vis spectra is

attributed to a S0 → S1 excitation. We can notice a good
agreement between the experimental maximum wavelengths of
absorption and the calculated vertical excitation wavelengths of
this first transition (Table 2 and Figures 1 and 2). This
substantiates the selection of the M06-2X XC functional for
the investigation of the linear optical properties of these
systems as a function of the nature of the π-conjugated linker.
Numerical simulations confirm that the global evolution of the
linear optical properties as a function of the level of opening is
not affected by the nature of the linker. In each case, a
bathochromic shift accompanies the successive openings
(Figures 1 and 2). This shift is more important for the first
opening (0.74−0.90 eV) than for the second (0.11−0.23 eV).
Still, the value of ΔEge is strongly influenced by the nature of
the linker. By increasing the electron donor characteristic of
the π-conjugated linker (vide supra), it is possible to reduce
ΔEge, leading in principle to higher diagonal β tensor
components. As a consequence, the substitution of thio-
phene(s) by EDOT(s) moieties and the enhancement of the
linker length result in the smallest ΔEge values for DiBOX-TtO
regardless of the considered form, while DiBOX-BtO presents
values in-between the two other compounds.
For the second key parameter in order to reach larger β

responses, the evolution of the oscillator strength of the
DIBOXs is mainly affected not only by the successive BOX
openings but also by the nature of the π-conjugated linker.
Indeed, fge increases by about the same amount (∼0.40−0.60)
after each oxazolidine ring opening. For a given form, the
absorbance does not vary much between DiBOX-Bt and
DiBOX-BtO. On the contrary, the length of the linker affects
the oscillator strength: DiBOX-TtO possesses the largest fge
values (∼0.30 higher than DiBOX-Bt and DiBOX-BtO).
Then, achieving large β responses requires a large variation

of the dipole moment (Δμge) between the ground and excited
states. This third parameter can be expressed as the product of
the charge transfer associated with the (first) excitation, qCT,
by its distance dCT. Concerning qCT, the following trend is
observed for the three molecules

[ − ] < [ − ] < [ − ]q q qCF CF POF POF CF POFCT CT CT

qCT[CF−CF] and qCT[POF−POF] do not vary much
between the different compounds, between 0.38 and 0.41 e,
and between 0.49 and 0.56 e, respectively. Obviously, the
qCT[CF−POF] values depend on the nature of the linker and
do not fully follow the evolution of electron donor ability of
the π-conjugated linker (DiBOX-BtO: 0.49 e, DiBOX-Bt: 0.55
e, and DiBOX-TtO: 0.60 e). Concerning the distance of charge
transfer, its evolution is specific to the degree of opening and it
depends on the nature of the linker. For DiBOX-Bt, one
observes

[ − ] < [ − ] ≪ [ − ]d d dCF CF POF POF CF POFCTCT CT

while for

‐ [ − ] ∼ [ − ] ≪ [ − ]d d dDiBOX BtO: POF POF CF CF CF POFCT CT CT

and

‐ [ − ] < [ − ] ≪ [ − ]d d dDiBOX TtO: POF POF CF CF CF POFCT CT CT

For the three compounds, the CF−POF form shows a large
dCT value, owing to its push−pull π-conjugated characteristic

Figure 2. Simulated (top) UV/vis absorption spectra of DiBOX-BtO
and comparison between the simulated (middle) and experimental
(bottom) UV/vis absorption spectra of DiBOX-TtO. The simulated
spectra are given for three different forms (red: CF−CF, black: CF−
POF, and blue: POF−POF) using the weighted average results as
calculated at the M06-2X/6-311+G(d)/IEF-PCM (acetonitrile) level
of theory. The experimental spectra are obtained in acetonitrile (0.06
mM) along a titration with NOSbF6 as the chemical oxidant.
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and the CT character of the lowest energy excitation. Since
Δμge is the product of qCT by dCT and since dCT is more
affected by the level of opening than qCT, the variations of Δμge
follow those of dCT. The variations of the amplitude of charge
transfer between the different DiBOXs and the different forms
can be rationalized in terms of the topology of the molecular
orbitals implied in the first excitation (Figure 3). For all
structures, the first excitation corresponds mostly to a HOMO
to LUMO electronic transition. Both frontier orbitals are quite
delocalized over the π-conjugated system. For the CF−CF
form, these orbitals are distributed symmetrically on the linker.
For the other symmetric form (POF−POF), their distribu-
tions extend toward the indoleninium groups, in particular for
the HOMO. Finally, for the CF−POF form, the distributions
are a combination of those of the symmetric forms.
Subsequently, the variations of electron density also spread
over the molecule (Figure 4), with alternative positive and
negative regions, but globally, the electronic charge goes from
the linker to oxazolidine, especially when it is open.
Note that for DiBOXs in CF−CF and POF−POF, the

conformation of the linker has a stronger effect on dCT than in
CF−POF. In these cases, the conformation affects the
symmetry of the molecule and modulates the amplitude of
dCT. This is particularly true for DIBOX-Bt, where the
bithiophene linker can adopt both syn and anti conformations.
The anti conformation corresponds to a centrosymmetric
structure, resulting in Δμge close to zero. On the other hand,
the syn conformation leads to a structure showing a C2v-like
symmetry. As a result, switching from anti to syn conformation
of bithiophene (θ3: 180° → 0°) results in an increase in the
amplitude of Δμge (Tables S10 and S12). This effect is further
enhanced by the 0° → 180° switching of the θ2−θ4 torsion
angles. It corresponds to an increase in Δμge from 0.056 to
0.451 D for CF−CF and from 0.002 to 1.379 D for POF−
POF. Furthermore, the change of conformation of DIBOX-Bt
from anti to syn in CF−CF and POF−POF is associated with a
reduction in the intensity of the S0 → S1 absorption. For CF−
CF, the fge value associated with the S0 → S1 excitation
decreases from ∼1.35−1.45 to ∼1.15−1.20, while the fge value
of S0 → S2 is ∼0.30−0.40 when the bithiophene adopts a syn
conformation. For POF−POF, the θ2−θ4 torsion angles also
impact the fge of the two first excitations. For the second
excitation, conformer 6 (θ2 and θ4: s-cis) has fge = 0.12,
conformer 4 (θ2: s-trans and θ2: s-cis) has fge = 0.39, and
conformer 2 (θ2 and θ4: s-trans) has fge = 0.77. For the form
with the largest oscillator strength associated with the second

excitation (POF−POF-2), this excitation was further analyzed.
ΔEge is 1 eV larger than for the first excitation (3.22 eV vs 2.28
eV), the oscillator strength is relatively weak (0.77 vs 2.42), still

Table 2. Experimental (Maximum Absorption) Wavelengths (λexp, nm), Computed (Vertical) Excitation Wavelengths (λge,
nm), Excitation Energies (ΔEge, eV), Oscillator Strengths ( fge), Amounts of Charge Transfer (qCT, e), Distances of Charge
Transfer (dCT, Å), and Variations of Dipole Moment (Δμge, D) Associated with the S0 → S1 Excitation of the Three DiBOXs in
Their Different Forms as Evaluated at the M06-2X/6-311+G(d)/IEF-PCM (Acetonitrile) Level of Approximationa

λexp λge ΔEge fge qCT dCT Δμge
DiBOX-Bt CF−CF 378b 377 3.29 1.39 0.395 0.090 0.176

CF−POF 529b 519 2.39 1.87 0.550 3.287 8.697
POF−POF 546b 543 2.28 2.43 0.494 0.182 0.433

DiBOX-BtO POF−POF NA 401 3.09 1.38 0.384 0.022 0.040
CF−POF NA 551 2.25 1.91 0.498 2.546 6.098
POF−POF NA 585 2.12 2.55 0.490 0.020 0.046

DiBOX-TtO CF−CF 428 437 2.84 1.70 0.410 0.425 0.840
CF−POF 646 589 2.10 2.16 0.601 4.137 11.945
POF−POF 666 662 1.87 2.98 0.563 0.222 0.600

aThe averages are weighted using the populations of conformers at 298.15 K. bFrom ref 26.

Figure 3. HOMO and LUMO of DiBOXs (in their most stable
conformations), which mostly determine the first excitation of these
compounds as evaluated at the M06-2X/6-311+G(d)/IEF-PCM
(acetonitrile) level of theory. Green = negative, red = positive, and
isovalue = 0.02 a.u.
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its Δμge is relatively high for this considered conformer (0.62
D), leading to a small but non-negligible contribution to β
(this conformer represents 18.5% of the total population at
298.15 K).
For DiBOX-BtO, the two EDOT units adopt an anti

conformation due to the repulsion between these units,
resulting in a small Δμge value, especially for CF−CF (between
0.04 and 0.05 D) and POF−POF (between 0.03 and 0.12 D)
(Tables S13 and S14). Since the linker of DiBOX-TtO
possesses three thiophene-based units, it cannot show a
centrosymmetric structure. The CF−CF and POF−POF
forms correspond to Λ-shaped NLO-phores with a C2v-like
symmetry. The displacement of the electron cloud occurring
along the first excitation is a displacement from the center of
the linker to the BOX moieties. The amplitude of dCT (and
Δμge) is enhanced by constraining the linker, for example,

switching from anti to syn conformation between the
thiophene-based units (θ3−θ4: 180° → 0°). Indeed, for CF−
CF and POF−POF, Δμge varies between 0.37 and 1.58 D and
between 0.54 and 1.47 D as a function of the conformation of
the linker (Tables S16 and S18). In the next paragraph, we
present the first hyperpolarizability values for the different
compounds in each of their three states and we see that these
can be rationalized, to a given extent, by using the linear optical
responses.

3.4. Nonlinear Optical Properties. The key second-order
NLO properties of the DiBOX compounds, evaluated at the
TDDFT/M06-2X/6-311+G(d)/IEF-PCM (acetonitrile) level
of approximation, are listed in Table 3. For all the three
DiBOX derivatives, to act as efficient NLO switches, the three
different states should present very distinct βHRS. For a large
range of wavelengths, calculations reveal that the smallest βHRS

Figure 4. Variation of electron density associated with the first excitation for the three DiBOXs (in their most stable conformations) as evaluated at
the M06-2X/6-311+G(d)/IEF-PCM (acetonitrile) level of approximation. Cyan: positive, blue: negative, and isovalue: 0.0004 a.u.

Table 3. βHRS Values (10
3 a.u., Static and Dynamic Fields at λ = 1907, 1300, and 1064 nm) and Static βZZZ, βZXX, |βJ=1|, |βJ=3|

(103 a.u.), DR, and ρ for the DiBOXs in Their Different Forms as Evaluated at the TDDFT/M06-2X/6-311+G(d)/IEF-PCM
(Acetonitrile) Level of Theorya

βHRS exp.

Inf. 1907 nm 1300 nm 1064 nm 1300 nm

DiBOX-Bt CF−CF 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.5 4.1 ± 0.2 (2.49)
CF−POF 35.9 33.4 77.1 734.3 88.3 ± 4.5 (4.01)
POF−POF 9.6 6.7 11.1 39.0 47.3 ± 2.4 (2.74)

DiBOX-BtO CF−CF 1.3 1.2 1.7 2.6
CF−POF 37.4 33.4 92.8 433.8
POF−POF 0.3 0.3 1.2 1.6

DiBOX-TtO CF−CF 2.1 1.8 2.7 4.7
CF−POF 80.6 87.5 391.8 415.3
POF−POF 9.0 9.0 48.5 40.6

βZZZ βZXX DR |βJ=1| |βJ=3| ρ

static values

DiBOX-Bt CF−CF 0.4 0.2 3.54 0.6 0.8 1.25
CF−POF 32.6 14.9 4.79 66.2 57.2 0.86
POF−POF 8.5 4.4 3.74 15.8 18.5 1.17

DiBOX-BtO CF−CF 1.2 0.5 4.98 2.5 2.0 0.82
CF−POF 34.0 15.7 4.67 68.5 61.2 0.89
POF−POF 0.3 0.2 2.31 0.4 0.9 2.20

DiBOX-TtO CF−CF 1.9 0.9 4.56 3.8 3.5 0.92
CF−POF 73.4 33.3 4.84 149.3 127.2 0.85
POF−POF 7.6 4.7 2.61 12.2 22.3 1.83

aThese are averaged values calculated using the Boltzmann populations at 298.15 K. The last column reports experimental data at 1300 nm (DRs
are given under parentheses).
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values are achieved with the fully closed forms, where the
EWG potential of the BOX unit is not expressed. The first
BOX opening, leading to CF−POF from CF−CF, induces a
substantial increase in βHRS, at least by a factor of 30 but often
by 2 orders of magnitude. In this form exhibiting the largest
Δμge, the second smallest ΔEge (yet close to the smallest one),
and the smallest local BLAs, all systems present logically the
largest βHRS value. In the CF−POF state, they present a dipolar
characteristic regardless of the nature of the π-conjugated
linker and a depolarization ratio (DR) close to 5 [DR = 4.79
(DiBOX-Bt), 4.67 (DiBOX-BtO), and 4.84 (DiBOX-TtO)].
The second BOX opening leading to POF−POF from CF−

POF generates a βHRS decrease. As explained above, due to the
(partial) centrosymmetry, the EWG characteristics of the
indoleninium groups cancel each other, which prevent the
systems to exhibit larger βHRS responses. This is especially the
case of DiBOX-BtO where the syn form of the bis-EDOT
linker has a vanishingly small MB weight (vide inf ra), resulting
in a contrast ratio around 0.01 for the CF−POF to POF−POF
transition (at λ = 1300 nm). On the other hand, in DiBOX-Bt,
the Λ-shape structures are more stable (steric interactions
between the thiophene groups are smaller than those between
the EDOTs), and in DiBOX-TtO, the Λ-shape structures are
naturally present owing to the EDOT-thiophene-EDOT
structure of the linker, conducting to observe smaller contrast

ratios, 0.14 and 0.12, respectively (again at λ = 1300 nm). The
comparison of the βHRS contrasts of the three DiBOXs is
summarized in Figure 5.
While the CF−POF species present a strong dipolar

characteristic (|βJ=1| larger than |βJ=3| and ρ < 1) in all cases,
the dipolar/octupolar characteristic of the other forms (CF−
CF and POF−POF) depends on the nature of the linker. For
DiBOX-Bt, for which the linker can be centrosymmetric or not
(in the latter case, when the bithiophene adopts a syn
conformation, the molecule can adopt a C2v-like symmetry),
the DR amounts to 3.54 and 3.74 for CF−CF and POF−POF,
respectively. These values correspond to a slight predominance
of the octupolar characteristic (ρ ∼ 1.2). In both cases, this is
due to the fact that some of the contributing conformers have a
Λ-shape structure (DR around 3) while others have a 1-D
NLO-phore characteristic (DR close to 5). As discussed in
sub-section II.C, the change of conformation of bithiophene
from anti to syn results in an increase in Δμge. Since within the
TSA, β is directly proportional to Δμge, the β response of
DiBOX-Bt increases upon anti to syn switching, as illustrated in
Figure 6 for POF−POF using the unit sphere representation.34

When bithiophene is replaced by a bis-EDOT moiety as the
π-conjugated linker, the syn conformation is impeded due to
the steric hindrance between the two EDOT units. As a
consequence, the POF−POF state of DiBOX-BtO exhibits a

Figure 5. Effect of the linker on the βHRS contrasts for an incident wavelength of 1907 nm, as calculated at the TDDFT/M06-2X/6-311+G(d)/IEF-
PCM (acetonitrile) level of approximation.

Figure 6. Progressive increase in the static β response of DiBOX-Bt in POF−POF upon the Ci-like → C2v-like change of symmetry. Left:
conformer 1 (βHRS < 0.1 × 103 a.u.) and right: conformer 2 (βHRS = 13 × 103 a.u., DR = 2.31). A USR factor of 1 × 10−4 (5) Å a.u.−1 was used for
conformer 2 (1).
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very small β response, but we can also notice a significantly
smaller DR than in DiBOX-Bt (2.26 vs 3.76), “translating” an
enhancement of the octupolar characteristic of the system. An
antagonist effect is observed on the CF−CF state, though the β
responses are small. Under this state, DiBOX-BtO exhibits a
more pronounced dipolar characteristic translated by a DR
close to 5 than DiBOX-Bt (3.74). This is explained by the
existence for CF−CF state of non-centrosymmetric con-
formers with non-negligible MB weights.
Last, the CF−CF and POF−POF states of DiBOX-TtO

have ρ values equal to 0.92 and 1.83, respectively. These values
are similar to their analogues of DiBOX-BtO (0.82 and 2.20),
but not necessarily for the same reasons. Indeed, many
conformers contribute to the MB population of the CF−CF
state and larger βHRS responses are associated with DR values
close to 5, that is, typical of 1-D NLO-phores (conformers 5, 6,
12, 14, and 15, Table S25). Then, for the fully open species, no
matter whether both θ3 and θ4 correspond to a anti
conformation (∼180°) or only one, the octupolar character-
istic is always dominant (1.8 < ρ < 2.1). Therefore, for DiBOX-
Bt with the bithiophene in syn conformation and DiBOX-TtO
with trans conformations of the thiophene-EDOT units, the
POF−POF state corresponds to Λ-shaped A−D−A (attractor-
donor-attractor) NLO-phores, with larger β responses than in
DiBOX-BtO. In order to enhance the β responses of the
POF−POF form, several strategies can be foreseen to
constrain the conformation of the linker so that the EWGs
draw a Λ-shape form. This can be achieved by using rigid
linkers or, like in the present study, by combining an odd
number of aromatic units adopting an anti conformation
(DiBOX-TtO) or an even number of aromatic units allowing
syn conformation (DiBOX-Bt).
The DiBOX-BT results were confronted to experimental

data at 1300 nm (Table 3). For CF−POF, the computational
and the experimental procedures give responses of the same
order of magnitude (77 × 103 a.u. vs 88 × 103 a.u.,
respectively). On the other hand, the computations under-
estimate strongly the responses of CF−CF and POF−POF.
This leads to a general overestimation of the βHRS contrasts.
Nevertheless, as illustrated in Figure 7, the experimental trends
are reproduced. Yet, as discussed in the Methods section,
measurements were only made for DiBOX-Bt because we did

not succeed in synthesizing DiBOX-BtO, while HRS measure-
ments on DiBOX-TtO were hampered by a huge two-photon
fluorescence.

4. FURTHER DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND
OUTLOOK

By adopting a multi-disciplinary approach that combines
synthesis, UV/vis absorption, and hyper-Rayleigh scattering
measurements together with quantum chemical calculations
performed at the DFT level, it has been shown that DiBOX
derivatives possessing two identical BOX units are efficient
NLO switches. Since each BOX can be either closed or open,
these systems can adopt three different states (CF−CF, CF−
POF, and POF−POF). In these compounds, the acceptor
characteristic of the BOX units is unleashed when it opens to
form an indoleninium unit, so that low excitation energies are
obtained for the CF−POF and POF−POF states. Then, since
non-centrosymmetry is required to achieve non-zero first
hyperpolarizability, only the non-symmetric CF−POF state is
expected to exhibit a substantial β response. Indeed,
calculations show that the β(CF−POF)/β(CF−CF) contrast
is larger than 10, corresponding to the opening of the first
BOX, while β(POF−POF)/β(CF−POF) is smaller than 1/3
for the opening of the second. Still, these contrasts depend on
the nature of the linker, which controls not only the extent of
the π-electron delocalization but also the symmetry of the
system. In particular, better contrasts are achieved when
centrosymmetry can be enforced for the fully open and fully
closed states, in other words, when these two states have zero
or negligible first hyperpolarizabilities. From the DFT analysis,
it is shown that such centrosymmetry can be enforced when
the linker between the BOXs contains two EDOT units (in the
case of the DiBOX-BtO compound) because they can adopt a
anti centrosymmetric conformation while the syn conformation
is prevented due to steric hindrance. On the other hand, when
the central part of the linker is replaced by a bithiophene
(DiBOX-Bt compound), there is a non-zero population of the
syn conformation. Similarly, when the linker is an EDOT−
thiophene−EDOT sequence, a Λ-shape conformation is the
most stable, leading to β responses that are not negligible
though still smallerwith respect to those of the correspond-
ing CF−POF state. Beyond this static or stationary picture of
the compounds, there are vibrational motions that can lift
these pseudo-symmetries and lead to additional contributions
to the βHRS responses, like the so-called zero-point vibrational
average responses.
Calculations provide further evidence that the largest βHRS

responses (in the CF−POF state) are achieved with the largest
linker, EDOT−thiophene−EDOT, owing to better push−pull
π-delocalization effects, as shown by the largest Δμge among
the three DiBOXs (Table 2). Taking advantage of the TSA33

where β ∝ fgeΔμge/ΔEge
3 and assuming a dominant 1D

characteristic for the static first hyperpolarizability, the
following relationship holds
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Then, using the MB averages of Table 2, the corresponding
TSA static βHRS values of the CF−POF state of DiBOX-Bt,
DiBOX-BtO, and DiBOX-TtO amount to 35 × 103, 30 × 103,
and 82 × 103 a.u., respectively. These values match well with
the full static βHRS values given in Table 3.

Figure 7. Contrasts of the βHRS responses for the individual opening
reactions of DiBOX-Bt as well as for the whole switching from the
fully closed to the fully open forms, as represented by their
log[contrast (βHRS)] at 1300 nm. The experimental results are
compared to the calculations enacted at the TDDFT/M06-2X/6-
311+G(d)/IEF-PCM (acetonitrile) level of theory.
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To complement the experimental investigations of the
successive switching steps, which can operate by the addition
of acid or of oxidant, and therefore to analyze the control of
the level of opening of these molecules, the Gibbs free energies
were calculated for the following reactions (298.15 K in
acetonitrile; the most stable conformer of each state was
considered)

− + → − + [Δ ]− GCF CF HA CF POF A (1)0

− + → − + [Δ ]− GCF POF HA POF POF A (2)0

where HA is an acid and A− is its conjugate base. Besides the
irreversibility of the reactions [ΔG0(1 and/or 2) < 0], in
particular we concentrated on their difference, [ΔΔG0 =
ΔG0(2) − ΔG0(1)], because a negative value would mean that
the second opening is easier than the first one and therefore
that the level of opening cannot be controlled, which would be
in contradiction with experiment. For DiBOX-Bt, using the
M06 XC functional, the 6-311G(d) basis set and IEF-PCM,
positive ΔG0(1) values of 61 and 31 kJ mol−1 were calculated
when HA is acetic acid and formic acid, demonstrating that
these are poor acids to trigger the transformation, respectively.
On the other hand, with HClO4 ΔG0(1) amounts to −81 and
to −15 kJ mol−1 for trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), the acid that is
often employed experimentally. We then considered only TFA
as the acid and found that the opening reaction is facilitated in
the case of DiBOX-BtO [ΔG0(1) = −59 kJ mol−1] and
DiBOX-TtO [ΔG0(1) = −50 kJ mol−1]. Finally, calculations
were performed, for DiBOX-Bt, at the ωB97X-D/6-
311+G(d)/IEF-PCM level, and it was found that the second
opening is less favorable [ΔG0(2) = −10 kJ mol−1] than the
first [ΔG0(1) = −24 kJ mol−1] so that ΔΔG0 = 14 kJ mol−1.
The opening by oxidation was then investigated (also by

considering the most stable conformers). It consists of four
steps (Scheme S2): (i) oxidation of the CF to form a radical
cation, (ii) the C−O bond breaking (homolytic cleavage), (iii)
the reduction of the product, and (iv) its protonation to obtain
the POF. The rate-determining step is the first one (Table
S28) so that the potential of oxidation versus the Fc/Fc+

electrode (ferrocene/ferrocenium system) was evaluated. In
the case of DiBOX-Bt, M06/6-311G(d)/IEF-PCM calcula-
tions predict that the oxidation potential amounts to 0.34 V for
the CF−CF state, while for CF−POF, it amounts to 0.71 V.
This larger value is attributed to the fact that it is more difficult
to extract an electron from CF−POF, which bears a positive
charge. In the case of DiBOX-BtO, the successive redox
potentials versus the Fc/Fc+ electrode amount to −0.12 and
0.39 V, evidencing the role of the better electron-donating bis-
EDOT with respect to bithiophene. These redox potentials
further decrease in the case of the EDOT−thiophene−EDOT
linker with values of −0.18 and 0.18 eV, highlighting now the
role of a larger π-conjugated linker. Therefore, owing to the
fact that the redox potentials are larger for the second opening
and that they are sufficiently different (differences of 0.51 V for
DiBOX-BtO, 0.37 V for DiBOX-Bt, and 0.36 V for DiBOX-
TtO), the calculations also demonstrate that the level of
opening can also be controlled by redox reactions. These
results also provide evidence that this computational protocol
can be employed to other, not yet synthesized, compounds in
the process of designing new multi-state switches with a
control of its successive transformations. The analysis of the
spin density distribution of the oxidized species (Figure S2)
and the related atomic spin densities (Table S29) demon-

strates that it is delocalized over the π-linker with large values
on the vinyl C atom adjacent to the BOX unit (named CBOX,
Scheme S3). This atom is directly involved in the cleavage step
and its larger atomic spin density in CF−POF+• than in CF−
CF+• accounts for the fact that the cleavage is less endergonic
for the second opening than the first (Table S28). Calculations
further show that these CBOX spin densities are similar for
DiBOX-BtO but smaller for DiBOX-TtO, where the spin
density is delocalized over three rings rather than two.
The general good agreement between the calculations on

DiBOX derivatives and experiment demonstrates that the same
approach can be used to study other multi-state multi-
addressable BOX derivatives and therefore to help selecting the
best ones for the synthesis. The current directions of
investigation encompass the study of (i) DiBOX with
asymmetric linkers and (ii) TriBOX and TetraBOX derivatives
with symmetric or asymmetric linkers in order to improve the
control of the switching process as well as to maximize the
linear and nonlinear optical property contrasts. Different
functionalization patterns can also be investigated.35 Among
these, the use of linkers able to chelate transition metals would
open the field considerably.36−38 Though it does not affect the
design strategy, from the methodological and computational
viewpoint, it is important to explain why the predicted βHRS
values of the CF−CF and POF−POF states of DiBOX-Bt are
underestimated with respect to experiment. This could require
using sequential molecular dynamics and then quantum
chemistry approaches as done recently for ion pairs and
chromophores embedded in lipid bilayers.39,40
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